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A REVIEW OF ACTIVITY IN HOME ECONOMICS AT THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
The Boys say ... 
''Thanks a Million" 
\Vhen our bovs in the Armed Forces sit down to 
Sunday din~cr, there'll be meat on the 
table ... plenty of good, soul-satisfying, strength-
building meat. Uncle Sam, with the all-out co-
operation of America's livestock and meat pro-
clueing industry, has seen to that. And the boys 
say "thanks a million." 
There will be enough meat on the tables 
of the home front, too. Not as much meat as in 
years past, because the needs of our 
So it's up to you home economists- expe-
rienced women who /mow best how to make 
the most of meat-to share your skill with 
home-front meal-planners. The fact that pre-
ferred cuts of meat, like Morrell hams, arc 
not always available these days, makes it even 
more important for you to teach homemakers 
how to conserve meat. Show them how to 
stretch meat with such extender recipes as 
.-\rmed Forces are great, and they 
come first. Patriotic Americans would 
not have it any other way. I 
• 
meat and vegetable pies, croq uettes, 
baked hash, and casserole dishes . 
Enlist your skill and your experience 
in the fight for food for freedom! 
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M ORE work with less effort is advocated by the Home Management and Household Equipment 
Departments. The latest research in Motion and Time 
Studies underway in the departments is the application 
of techniques used in industry to increase output. In 
industry it serves to cut out waste motion and effort. 
In the home it means arranging household tasks and 
equipment to save time and energy for the home-
maker. 
Home economists will be introducing cooking tech-
niques for' a new vegetable soon, the "wobbie." Jt's 
a cross between a carrot and a beet. Developed by 
Hollanders, it contains from three to four times the 
vitamin C content of its parents. 
The 1944 food preservation program will open in 
Iowa April l when a week's training course for food 
preservation assistan.ts will be offered by the Extension 
Service at Iowa State. Short-time appointments as food 
preservation assistants with the Extension Service will 
go to about 35 women- teachers, homemakers and 
upperclassmen in home economics- who will spend the 
summer demonstrating food preservation methods and 
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techniques. Dehydration, pickling and brining, as 
well as canning, will be stressed in the summer's cam-
paign. 
Punch and judy are doing nutritional work in 
Richmond, Va., where a puppet show is demonstrating 
jJ1'inciples of better eating. High schools and grade 
schools where it's been shown report that food selec-
tion has improved and tray lunches have gone ujJ in 
sales. 
Streamlining freshman courses in home economics 
is the cooperative project of students and faculty at 
the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
Stillwater. Many of the previously required first-year 
courses have been condensed into one basic two-
semester sequence. 
The new course permits students to attack personal 
and group problems rather than faculty-outlined sub-
ject-matter units. It enables students to take part in 
planning and evaluating their own learning experi-
ences and to vary such experiences according to their 
individual needs. - Margaret Ralston 
THE low A HoMEMAKER 
Known throughout the world for her research in the 
field of experimental cookery) Belle Lowe is honored 
at I ow a State for her twenty-five years of service 
P R OFESSOR BELLE LOWE, of the Foods and Nutrition Department, was recently honored at 
a dinner commemorating her twenty-fifth year of serv-
ice to Iowa State. 
Miss Lowe's invaluable research in the field of ex-
perimental cookery has extended beyond the bounds 
of the college to receive national recognition. Her 
book, "Experimental Cookery," stands alone in its 
field. It is used as a textbook in 47 colleges and uni-
versities. Miss Lowe has compiled a dietetic file and 
contributed articles to various national foods pu bli-
cat ions. 
Students and faculty alike respect her importan t 
contributions in food research. She has been described 
as "An untiring worker in the laboratory. Her stu-
dents approach her with awe and leave with admira-
tion for her, and self-confidence in themselves." 
fn addition to her own research program, Miss Lowe 
has found time to cooperate with the Animal Hus-
bandry Department, Horticulture Department and 
Poultry Department in working on problems in meat, 
lard, poultry, eggs, soybeans and frozen vegetables 
and fruit. 
Miss Lowe began her college education at the Kirks-
ville State Normal College, Kirksville, Missouri, where 
she received her state teachers' certificate. After teach-
ing manual training, sewing and cooking in the schools 
of Chillicothe, Missouri, she attended the University 
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of Chicago, where she received a bachelor of phil-
osophy degree in 1918 and a master of science degree 
in 1934. 
She is chairman of the committee for awarding of 
research funds of the National Poultry and Egg Board 
and of the cooking committee of the cooperative meat 
investigations being carried on under the direction 
of the state experiment stations and the United States 
Department of Agriculture. 
Miss Lowe was a member of the research staff of the 
office of home economics of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture during 1923 and 1924. 
Omicron Nu, honorary home economics fraternity, 
Iota Sigma Pi, women's chemistry honorory, Sigma 
Delta Epsilon, scientific honorary for women, and Phi 
Kappa Phi , scholastic honorary, claim Miss Lowe as 
a member. 
The appreciation of her students and co-workers 
was expressed in the dedication in the anniversary 
dinner programs. 
"To Professor Belle Lowe, pioneer teacher in the 
field of foods and author of ExpeTimental CookeTy; 
loyal friend of students, faculty and homemakers of 
Iowa, whose many problems she has attacked with 
zeal; tireless cooperator with investigators in related 
fields ; stimulating example of the contribution such 
hobbies as swimming, photography, picnics and hikes 
make to wholesome living, we dedicate this evening." 
3 
from Graduates' Letters 
D ESCRIBING their work, which ranges from reg-
ular home economics positions to wartime jobs 
in industrial plants or the armed services, Iowa State 
graduates report their experiences in letters to faculty 
members. 
Bette Jane Kern, '43, a household equipment gradu-
ate, is now a member of the Women's Army Corps, 
stationed at Hill Field, Utah. 
She writes, "The second day I was here they assigned 
me, not to truck driving, but to temporary air WAC 
recruiting. We need college women more than any-
thing-women who are trained in some field. We can 
use them all. By 'We' I don't mean the WAC but the-
Army, the men who are fighting this war. 
"Oh, I know the general concensus of opinion is 
that the war can't last much longer, but that is far 
from true. You ask any of the men who have been 
over there doing more than their share of fighting.' ' 
Miss Lorissa Sheldon, M.S. '38, who was on the staff 
of the Institution Management Department, describes 
her work as unit nutritionist with the Oregon Ship-
building Corporation, the H enry J. Kaiser Company, 
in Portland. 
"My duties include the supervision of food prepara-
tion and service for the children in the Kaiser Child 
Care Centers. Mothers working in Kaiser's two Port-
land shipyards now can park their children from 18 
months to 6 years old in child care centers. Multi-
windowed, cogwheeled-like wings house 15 large play-
grounds where children are segregated by ages. The 
daily program in addition to supervised play and rest 
periods includes meals. 
"Also, mid-morning we send carts from the kitchen 
with juice and cod liver oil and in the afternoon milk, 
sandwiches and fruit or carrot sticks. 
"For the Home Food Service we take orders from 
the mothers of the children who are enrolled in the 
school. Orders are taken two days in advance. When 
the mothers come for the children the food is ready 
for them. The food is put in paper containers to 
which are clipped directions for reheating the food. " 
Another graduate, a child development major, Eve-
lyn Lindquist Krabbenhoft, '42, reports from the child 
care center of Swan Island, Kaiser shipyards. 
"The mothers bring their children while they work 
on the day or swing shift. For the present I am on 
the swing shift and have the ages from 18 months to 
36 months. 
"I was hit with the patriotic urge a year ago and 
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came to Washington with the rest of the migration. 
After learning \1\Tashington by hard experience I made 
my nest in Petroleum Administration. A Yale gradu-
ate and I set up a Graphics Presentation Unit. We 
design and construct graphic charts for use at Foreign 
Board meetings and petroleum meets," an applied 
art graduate, Lenore A. Soder, '38, writes. 
Now situated in Alberta, Canada, Edna Crum-
baugh, '40, another applied art major, remarks, "I 
teach a craft class three days a week at the army base 
hospital here. At present I am block printing 350 
menu covers for a dinner." 
Eleanor Peregoy Wallace, '29, an institution manage-
ment graduate, says, "I am the traveling dietitian for 
the newly-established rehabilitation program for the 
American Air Force which is to assure proper rest, 
recreation and re-assignment to the air crewmen being 
returned from abroad. Already hotels in Atlantic 
City, N. ]., Miami, Fla., and on the California coast 
have been taken over. 
"The men will be returned to one of these stations 
after so many combat flights. They will stay for a 
period of about three weeks to rest, relax and eat good 
food. Then they will be re-examined, re-classified and 
returned to foreign duty. T he purpose of my work 
will be to see that these boys, returned from the front, 
will have the very best food," Mrs. Wallace stated. 
From somewhere in New Guinea, Lieut. Kay J ohn-
son, .'37, a foods and nutri tion graduate, writes, "I can 
always remember the look of welcome and relief on 
the face of one captain when I reported for duty in 
his regiment. T hey had no dietitian and their mess 
officer wasn't too intelligent about, nor interested in 
foods. 
"Our own hospital is nearly ready for patients so 
we moved to our new quarters last week. This is the 
'ultra' in hospitals of this area. We have cement floors 
and the hospital and nurses' quarters are of pre-
. fabri cated material, all one connected uni t rather than 
separated grass huts. Our wards will be connected by 
a cement ramp so we will be able to use the heavy, 
mobile food carts." 
And from Italy, ''I'm sure that after the war the 
dietitians will all have many interesting things to 
tell about their work overseas. W e all have about the 
same equipment and the same rations to work with, 
but every hospital has different problems, even in the 
same theater," says Mary C. Kirkpatrick, also a foods 
and nutrition graduate. 
THE IowA HoMEMAKER 
G. I. 
Candy Bar 
Iowa State's nutntzve candy bar is utilized 
by the armed forces, reports Ruth M idgorden 
I OWA State is fostering another brainchild, a milk 
and honey candy bar, born in 1933 when Prof. C. 
A. Iverson, head of the Dairy Industry Department, 
was looking for new uses for milk and milk products. 
Originally intended for civilian consumption, inter-
mittent testing of the bar supplied samples enough to 
stock the campus bookstore's candy counter and the 
Dairy Industry Building's salesroom for several years. 
But two year~ ago, shortly before Dr. T. I. Hedrick 
returned to take charge of the market milk laboratory 
and incidentally the research work on the new prod-
uct, the eagle eye of the subsistence laboratory of the 
army's quartermaster division in Chicago, Ill., spotted 
its possibilities. 
The army was looking for a food, easily transport-
able, nutritiously excellent with high milk content 
that could stand subjection to the adverse conditions 
of army life. In short, the army needed a candy bar 
designed specifically as an emergency ration. 
Important to the needs of soldiers, the contents of 
The candy bar is a compact food unit containing milk solids 
and honey and is easily transportable for our army's use 
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With President Charles E. Friley, Wendell Will/tie examined 
the Dairy Department's product when he visited the campus 
the bar rate high. Most confections are all carbo-
hydrate, but the milk and honey bar contains nine 
times as much whole milk as honey and added carbo-
hydrates and has 12 percent protein composition. The 
remaining constituents total 26 percent butterfat, 3 
percent minerals, including calcium, 16 percent moist-
ure and the rest is composed of various types of sugar. 
Milk solids, with added butterfat, honey, sugar, 
coloring, flavoring and miscellaneous items such as 
moisture retainers and emulsifying agents comprise 
the bar. These ingredients are concentrated to solid 
form over roller-dryers and coated with high quality 
chocolate or a sugar glazing material. 
Vitamins have not been overlooked in the analyses 
either. Naturally, the candy is high in vitamins com-
mon in milk. Riboflavin, vitamin A and small amounts 
of thiamin (B1 ) are present. 
Emphasis is being placed on the calorific value of 
the bar· at present. Surpassing the calorie content of 
sugar, figures indicate a count of 4.6 calories per gram. 
Corn syrup was tried at one stage of the experimen-
tation in place of honey, but the pleasing flavor 
created with honey and condensed milk was lost. 
Small amounts of chocolate were also tried. Even mint, 
because of its value in stimulating the flow of saliva, 
was attempted, but it was found too volatile to with-
stand the concentrating processes. 
One danger to be overcome, Dr. B:edrick comments, 
is to keep the bar from becoming too sweet. "If it is 
too sweet, the men will get too thirsty, and if we im-
prove the flavor too much, they will eat too much." 
Latest tests on the keeping quality of the bar i ndi-
cate it can be kept for a period of nine months. Work 
here has been confined largely to experimentation, 
though the bars are put through a few tests here. The 
subsistence laboratory nms keeping-quality tests and 
analyses. 
Another advant,age of the milk and honey bar is 
that it fits the specifications set up by the government 
for the manufacture of confections. These specifi-
cations state that any food confection must be manu-
factured from materials not espec,ially scarce and must 
be made from equipment now being used. 
The candy bar does not need to be concentrated over 
roller-dryers, but can be done in open candy kettles. 
When open kettles are used, a distinct caramel flavor 
develops. Roller-drying is so rapid, caramelization 
does not have much chance to occur. 
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Cateet· 
The professional attitude lS described by 
Genevieve Callahan) '20) in an article re-
printed from the journal of Home Economics 
L ISTEN in on any conversation among executive 
· home economists in any line of work-business, 
teaching, institution work or whatever- and you hear 
complaints about the lack of professional attitude on 
the part of young employees in the department: 
"They don't show enough initiative." 
"They put their personal affairs before the demands 
of their jobs; a luncheon date with a school chum 
must be kept no matter what comes up at the office." 
"They won't buckle down and carry a real load-
they want to slide by the easy way, as they did in 
school." And so on and on. 
By "professional attitude," we mean the opposite 
of the amateur attitude. 
Concretely, here are some of the points that suc-
cessful home economists would recommend to every 
young worker: 
(I) Look and act the part of the attractive, young 
professional woman. Say goodbye to the hatless, heel-
less, hoseless youngster you were on the campus. Put 
on a bit of dignity, lightly, as you put on makeup. It 
will make you even more charming. 
(2) Begin at once to weave a solid background of 
information in your chosen field of work. A college 
course can merely sketch in a few general outlines; it 
is up to you to fill in the details. How can you do that? 
By reading, studying, listening, observing. 
The young home economist who voluntarily turns 
to a book of ~eference and hunts down the answer to 
a disturbing problem, who joins the local section of 
her state home economics association and goes to 
every meeting, who subscribes to and reads the Journal 
of Home Economics- that girl has the true professsional 
attitude and is bound to grow in her profession. The 
one who does not develop background is almost cer-
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tain to remain simply a helper throughout her work-
ing life. 
(3) Develop a major interest in some one phase of 
your work. If you took a general home economics 
course in college, specialize now on the job. The sur-
est way to get ahead in any profession is to work 
toward making yourself an authority in one particular 
field of work. It may be bread-making, or it may be 
apron-designing or research in vitamin N or M. 
(4) Develop interests outside your profession. The 
most successful professional person is never over-
professio'nal, never narrow and one-sided. Work and 
play with different groups of people; thus, gradually, 
you will make yourself known in your community. 
Don't force things, but don't neglect good opportunities 
when they come along. With it all, don't be too 
deadly serious about your work. Have fun in it and 
out of it! 
(5) Don't aspire to be a high-powered executive the 
first day on the job. Accept the fact that you are a 
beginner, and that you have much to learn about the 
ways of business or school or hospital or restaurant 
administration, and ask for guidance when you need 
it. If you are an assistant to the burdened head of a 
home economics department, be on the alert for ways 
to be really helpful to her. Try to understand some 
of her problems, and to take some of the load from 
her shoulders. Don't be so childish as to envy her 
executive position. When you grow up to the emi-
nence, you'll find that a good many headaches go with 
the rarefied air! 
What about the girl who plans to marry in a few 
years? Should she " bother" to develop a professional 
attitude? 
By all means, say successful homemakers. For home 
economics is not a "stop-gap" line of work for any girl. 
It is one profession which carries over without a diffi-
cult break or adjustment into married life. And a 
professional attitude toward homemaking not only 
assures a woman greater success and satisfaction in 
that most important profession, but more leisure, more 
freedom on the job. 
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Educational Psychology 
Psychology students apply knowledge at the Frank-
lin Opportunity School) reports Victoria McKibben 
A T THE Franklin Opportunity School in Ames Iowa State students have a practical laboratory 
for developing psychological and educational ideas 
and getting first-hand knowledge of teaching tech-
niques. 
Pupils enrolled at the opportunity school are taught 
by college women, under the direction of Mrs. Fred-
erick L. Wolters, principal. They are given individual 
instruction in all lines of work included in the 
curriculum of the regular Ames grade schools, with 
the idea of either finding out why they have not been 
doing their work and bringing them up to average 
with correction, or, in all cases, fitting them to live 
normal lives. 
Teachers for the school are enlisted entirely on a 
volunteer basis. Each student putting in a minimum 
of 30 hours of satisfactory work is given one hour 
credit in psychology. 
Since most of the workers are new at their job, the 
Psychology Department has prepared a pamphlet of 
complete information about how to teach the slow-
learning students with whom they are working at the 
opportunity school. With this as a guide and Mrs. 
Wolters and Dr . .J. E. Evans, of the Psychology De-
partment, as counselors, the teachers go on the job. 
No two of the 15 or 20 students at Franklin are 
of the same advancement in all lines of work, so in-
struction must be mainly individual. The students 
range in age from 8 to 16 years. 
Diaries of their work are kept by the teachers for 
every hour spent at the school. At the end of the 
quarter they make, from their own observations, a 
report on rules and regulations to be applied. 
Women who have worked at the opportunity school 
are enthusiastic about the experience. The great co-
operation among students is the outstanding thing 
they notice. With the factor of serious competition 
ruled out by the basis of enrollment at the school, the 
students become helpful to each other and interested 
in their work, and discipline becomes comparatively 
simple. 
The Franklin school building was once a farm 
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house. With conversion one of the large rooms was 
made into classrooms with movable desks. These the 
students may place wherever they want to sit, thus 
making the set-up less formal than in other schools. 
Other rooms are outfitted for shop work and crafts. 
The rest of the house is kept much like the home 
it was before the remodeling. This gives the students 
a chance to . learn not only their academic work, but 
also good habits in everyday living about the home, 
according to Mrs. Wolters, who has taught in similar, 
though larger schools for several years. 
Recreational features of the school day at Franklin 
are music lessons, dancing and recess play. The stu-
dents are enthusiastic about songs with rhythm and 
cowboy songs in general. 
Around the old farmhouse is a playground and 
large garden. Play outside is organized under the 
direction of the student teachers. When the students 
meet athletically, competition becomes a serious thing 
and they really work at their boxing and baseball 
games. 
In the spring the students set up hot-beds and sell 
several dollars worth of plants to townspeople. They 
plant their own garden with the hothouse plants, too, 
using the early vegetables ,i)l the spring for their noon 
meals and canning the fall vegetables. Home eco-
nomics majors have an opportunity to teach their 
subjects to the girls at the school. Due to the man-
power shortage, they will be supervising the planting 
of the garden this year. 
Iowa State women working at the opportunity 
school are practicing social service work, and through 
their close contact with each student, are learning 
what may be expected from the slow students. 
Through individual training they are aiding stu-
dents, handicapped from the beginning, to hold re-
spectable positions in society. 
While the school hours are the same at the oppor-
tunity school as at the other Ames schools, at Frank-
lin the students all stay at the school for lunch. This 
serves as a way to teach the children to like wholesome 
foods and to use good table manners. 
7 
Research Introduces 
NEW MEAT 
Iowa Statt: research has discovered the food 
possibilities of muskrat) says Norma Dale 
U NTIL recently valued only for its fur, the musk-
rat is now coming to the fore as a replacement 
for familiar meat dishes which since the war are ra-
tioned and scarce. At Iowa State, Miss Anna M. Olsen, 
formerly of the Foods and Nutrition Department, is 
experimenting with muskrat cookery in order to en-
courage its use on American dinner tables. 
Miss Olsen, in cooperation with Dr'. P. Mabel Nel-
son, of the Foods and Nutrition Department, Dr. 
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George Hendricksen, of 
the Zoology and: Entomol-
ogy Department, and the 
Iowa Game 00nservation 
Committee, has been con-
ducting research with edi-
ble game for the past year. 
Musquash, Indian for 
muskrat, is the name which 
has been adopted by Miss 
Olsen and her ·co-Workers 
The seven major cuts of musquash 
are shown at left; bela1p: attractive 
plate _of musquash saue1·braten 
for this meat, which can be prepared in innumerable 
ways. Preparatory to cooking it is necessary to soak 
the musquash carcass at least 12 hours in a weak salt 
or in a sweetened, weak vinegar solution in order to 
draw out the blood and to reduce the gamey flavor. 
The musk gland should be removed and care must 
be taken to avoid cutting into these glands because 
of the disagreeable odor which may result. 
Young muskrats, like young rabbits, may be fried or 
broiled. The older carcasses, however, should be 
cooked for a longer period of time and more slowly. 
'!\Then served in fricassees, casserole dishes, meat pies, 
croquettes, chop suey, as roasts and other ways suit-
able for mature meats, the musquash is highly pal-
atable. 
The flavor of the musquash has been likened to that 
of the wild duck or to the terrapins found in Chesa-
peake Bay. People who object to the characteristic 
gamey flavor of the musquash, Miss Olsen suggests, 
may find the barbecued meat more desirable. 
Dark red in color, the meat of the musquash is 
finely-grained and tender. Previous prejudice against 
the meat is probably due to a lack of skill in cooking 
or to carelessness in skinning the animal. 
Although it is only now becoming known in the 
Middle W est, the flesh of the musquash is by no means 
an untried food. Sometimes also called marsh rabbit, 
the animal was esteemed by the aborigines of North 
America, and the voyagers, trappers and hunters ate 
it roasted over the coals of the campfire. Muskrats are 
sold extensively in some Eastern markets. Because 
they are trapped for their fur and the additional labor 
of preparing the meat for market is slight, the mus-
quash can be purchased cheaply and is bought and 
eaten by all classes of people. 
The animals for these experiments are obtained by 
the Iowa Game Conservation Committee. Principally 
a vegetarian, the musquash feeds on the roots and 
stems of aquatic plants. Fresh meat from the animal 
is available during the open trapping seasons, extend-
ing from November to April, depending upon the vari-
ous · state laws. 
Among the suggested recipes for musquash which 
have been published are baked muskrat, wine-fried 
muskrat, broiled marsh rabbit, smothered muskrat, 
stewed muskrat liver, pickled muskr:lt, muskrat meat 
patties and muskrat salad. 
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SPAR 
W HEN Ensign Dorothy E. Stewart, '28, of the Coast Guard SPARS was a landlubber home 
economics major at Iowa State, she never dreamed 
she would trade a kitchen for a galley or say "mess" 
instead of dinner. 
She hasn't actually gone to sea herself, but she's 
skipper of the Cooks and Bakers School at the SPAR 
training station at the Biltmore Hotel, Palm Beach, 
Florida, whose graduates replace Coast Guard cooks 
on shore stations aJ\ the way from Miami to Seattle, 
and free the men for sea duty. 
Miss Stewart's decision to join one of the women's 
reserves of the armed forces was due to a patriotic urge 
to be of direct service to her country in wartime. She 
also wished to obtain experience outside the teaching 
field. 
In 1931, she took her M.A. degree at the University 
of California, Berkeley. She taught foods and dietetics 
at the Phineas High School, Wilmington, Calif., and 
A student SPAR, who will soon 1·eplace a cook on a shore 
station somewhere in this country, serves Ensign Stewart 
at the time of her enlistment was on the faculty of 
Susan Dorsey High School, Los Angeles, where she · 
taught science and foods and nutrition. 
Started last June, the Cooks and Bakers School had 
graduated more than a hundred in the first eight 
months. Its present quota is 125 to 150 additional 
girls, including those now in school. Length of the 
training period is 12 weeks, and trainees are divided 
into two sections. Girls with college courses in home 
economics and training or experience in institution 
management are given training in supervision and 
management of a Coast Guard mess, in addition to the 
regular Cooks and Bakers course. These girls gradu-
ate with a rating of Ship's Cook, 2nd class (Commis-
sary Steward) and are sent to SPAR messes to under-
study a Coast Guard Commissary Steward before tak-
ing complete charge of the galley. 
Members of the second group seldom have had foods 
training or experience. It is Miss Stewart's task to 
transform musicians, clerks, butchers and primary 
teachers into efficient cooks and bakers. Girls from 
such diverse civilian occupations have one thing in 
common, however, a desire to do a vital and essential 
job for the Coast Guard. 
Appetizing and attractive meals must 
be cooked and served on schedule 
seven days a week. Commissary Steward 
trainees plan meals, purchase food and 
supply recipes and work plans, as well 
as supervise food preparation by cooks 
and bakers. 
During their last two weeks as 
trainees, cooks and bakers stand 
watches in the General Mess for en-
listed personnel at the training sta-
tion. Under the direction of the Coast 
Guard Commissary Steward, the girls 
learn food preparation on a vast scale. 
Approximately 6,000 meals are pre-
pared and served each day. 
· The goal of the Cooks and Bakers 
School is to supply graduates to take 
over all SPAR messes thr()l_lghou t the 
country to release Coast Guardsmen. 
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Textiles and Clothing 
A S \,Y ARM as wool and not as expensive is a fabric being woven from a mixture of exploded red-
wood bark fibers and virgin wool. 
iC 
Twisted paper yarn is used to replace jute in back-
ings for pile fabrics. It is treated to give moisture 
resistance and the right weaving qualities. Rug and 
carpet backings woven from this yarn are said to re-
tain firmness with washing. 
iC 
Shiny rayon hose will not have to be worn by Ameri-
can women when a new cellulose rayon delustering 
treatment comes into general usage. A treatment with 
an aluminum salt and an opaque pigment gives de-
lustered rayon the ability to withstand considerable 
washing without the shine appearing. 
iC 
Waxed clothes are a prediction for tomorrow's fab-
rics. Although not designed to give a permanent fin-
ish, this treatment will provide material that won't 
spot or pick up dirt easily and will stay fresh longer. 
iC 
Special kits have been prepared to identify any 
material as wool, cotton, silk or various rayons. By 
using a dye or color remover the material takes on a 
characteristic color for each kind of fiber. 
The versatile soybean is being used experimentally 
in making hats, underwear, blankets and other textile 
forms. This new fiber is elastic, resilient, moisture-
absorbent and can be blended with wool or cotton. 
Fungi and bacteria cannot weaken war fabrics fin-
ished with a new process. Without changing the ap-
pearance of the material, this treatment renders it 
completely antiseptic. Hotel linens and furniture in 
public rooms may be re~uired to undergo such a pro-
cess after the war. · 
In an effort to make :rayon warm to the touch its 
smooth filaments have been cut up and made more 
bulky. Further work will be necessary before success 
is attained. Rayon may never prove adequate as a 
substitute for wool, because it does not have felting 
properties. 
Household Equipment 
A LIGHTWEIGHT, ~1eavy-usage dust pan is made 
of plastic. Another manufacturer has perfected 
a one-piece, black, fiberboard pan with strongly stapled 
corners and handle. ' 
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' s NEW IN 
Making coffee in the new, one-piece glass coffee 
maker is called extraction. Filterpaper is· used in place 
of a cloth filter to allow the hot water to seep through 
the ground coffee and into the bottom of the coffee 
maker. 
Glowing wallpaper, furniture, carpets and even 
vases will dimly light the darkened rooms of the homes 
of the future. The luminescent textiles and furniture, 
expected to be widely used, will generally be activated 
by ultraviolet light sources. 
iC 
An outdoor awning is built like a Venetian blind. 
It extends outward at an angle and rolls up when not 
in use. The slats are adjustable for ventilation or 
shedding rain. 
Foods and Nutrition 
H ONEY flavored with concentrated raspberry juice is a new product which requires no points 
and may be poured over ice cream, puddings, cereal 
or used as a tempting spread for bread. The honey 
contains no preservatives and is also manufactured in 
maple and strawberry flavors. 
iC 
Vitamin-rich polished rice is now possible with a 
new vacuum, hot water, steam treatment which drives 
vitamins Bv riboflavin and nicotinic acid into the 
grain proper from the husk and bran coating. 
iC 
A cheese tidbit to serve with salads, drinks and 
sandwiches may be added to the list of what's new 
in foods. The chips are made from cheese, tapioca, 
corn and potato starches, salt and artificial coloring. 
Frying in deep fat is said to give them a light color 
and porous structure. 
A highly nutritious soya product which recently has 
gone on the Canadian market is a spread made from 
soya flour. The flour, together with edible oils and 
salt, gives the spread a nut-like flavor and a resem-
blance in appearance to peanut butter. 
iC 
Soup mix made from peas and soybeans is being 
shipped to rehabilitation centers abroad by the War 
Food Administration. Instructions for preparing the 
soup are printed in 15 foreign languages. 
iC 
On May I , when niacin supplies are expected to be 
adequate, the amendment requiring all yeast-raised 
products and the flour in doughnuts to be enriched 
will become effective. The amendment now applies 
only to bread flour used commercially. 
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[0 ME ECONOMICS 
Toasting bread results in a loss of thiamin, accord-
ing to a recent study of enriched and un-enriched white 
and l 00 percent whole wheat breads. Toasting un-
enriched white bread 90 seconds results in a loss of 
30 percent of the niacin present. Breads richer in 
thiamin lost only 20 percent when toasted the same 
length of time. The loss is proportionately smaller 
with less toasting time. 
Meat and poultry dishes may be dressed up with a 
commercially developed fruit relish which is a com-
bination of ground oranges, ginger, sugar and vege-
table coloring. 
Bananas are available in a new form. A one-pound 
package of processed and dried bananas costs less than 
the scarce fresh fruit. 
Research carried on in a home garden last summer 
showed that the time of harvest has no material effect 
on the vitamin value of vegetables. Vegetables can 
be harvested at the time best suited to canning sched-
ules, if they are canned immediately. 
Orange peels and pumice from the manufacture of 
apple juice can be made into valuable solvents by a 
recently patented fermentaion process. Until now, 
only pectin and essential oils, which compose 20 per-
cent of the solid waste in orange peels and apple pulp, 
were salvaged. 
Skate, until recently a fish almost unnoticed as a 
food, is found to rival scallops in flavor and to re-
semble crabmeat in appearance and quality. 
Th e studied simplicity of this Swedish modern living room suite made from sturdy bleached oak and upholstered with 
gay but durable [ab1·ics makes it s11itable fo r an active family which afJpreciatcs beauty as well as pmcticability. 
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Clothing Prospects 
Dorothy Watt discusses the results of govern-
ment stockpiling in relation to wise buying 
THE problem of clothing as well as feeding the European masses will come with the ultimate 
collapse of the opposing armies in today's epic strug-
gle. Outside of the German-speaking areas alone, 
there are approximately 150 million people who are 
depending on us for clothing supplies of which they 
have been deprived for the last several years. 
Extension clothing specialists at Iowa State point 
out that we must face this problem immediately. Sur-
plus production towards this end has been at a small 
rate. Huge stockpi ling of resources by the American 
people is thought to be the immediate means to the 
end. 
Spring and summer buying, then, must be at a 
minimum. Trends in fabrics and styles point to sav-
ing wherever possible, but the real solution comes in 
buying only essentials. Leather for shoe soling has 
dropped 25 percent, though more vinyl plastic soles 
are being produced. 
Adult underwear production is 20 percent under 
civilian requirements. The industry is losing its 
labor at the rate of 10 percent per month, and new 
workers take weeks to train. Demands of service men, 
Home sewers will construct patterns using less yaTdage to aid in 
collecting resources for the government post-war clothing problem 
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which are for 12 suits of underwear per year per sol-
dier, must be filled until the war is won. 
Elastic supplies such as foundation garments and 
some types of underwear will be supplemented by syn-
thetic rubber. There is no certainty as to the wearing 
qualities of these synthetic rubber products and atten-
tion must be paid to instructions for use and care. 
Linings, blouses, lingerie and wash dress material 
will become increasingly unavailable as production of 
rayon cord is diverted to tires. Rayons must also be 
supplied to the United Nations, as they are no longer 
produced in Europe. '"' hat supplies are available are 
not well labeled and must be treated carefully. Rayon 
jerseys are increasingly popular. 
Unlined suits will appear more as a result. There 
will be less yardage in dresses, shorter sleeves and 
jackets, lower 'necklines and narrower skirts. 
Cottons and rayons will require shrinking before 
being made into garments, unless they bear specific 
shrinkage labels. Special care must be given ready-to-
wear garments, too, for the same reason. Weaves are 
plain and simple, to facilitate a larger output in a 
shorter time. 
Acetate rayon hose for women will be made llf2 
inches longer in the leg because of lack of stretching 
·qualities compared to viscose and cupramonium hose. 
This means that they will come in 30% inch lengths, 
compared to 29 inches for other stockings. 
A new order on hosiery, effective among retailers 
April 16, states that inserts may continue to be used 
instead of permanent markings until .July 15. The 
insert will give the ceiling price, trademark, gauge 
and othe}: valuable consumer information. 
A doll,il'r and cents ceiling was placed on rayon knit-
wear, February 9. This action may mean a lowering 
of price in some lines, improvement in quality and 
· Illore availability of knitwear. 
Stockp-iling for future needs, 10 percent of each 
mill's total producti'on of a cotton fabric must be 
set aside for lend lease. However, the new cotton 
balloon cloth made from 'th~ best quality cotton fiber 
has a high fashion appeal and· will replace cotton 
shortages to a certai n extent. 
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W ITH Uncle Sam's restrictions on vital war ma-
terials counting cadence, today's young women 
are falling in step to go without, make it do or-think 
up something new. 
New metal zippers may be difficult to find, · but it 
is possible to rejuvenate the old ones. If the zipper 
is in good condition but the wrong color, the color 
can be removed with a household bleach, and wax 
crayon applied to match the garment. If the zipper 
is covered and pressed with a hot iron, the color will 
be retained more readily. If the color fades in clean-
ing, the exposed areas may be re-treated. 
Precious bobby pins can be kept from scattering by 
placing them in a metal typewriter ribbon box which 
has been painted in a color that will harmonize with 
its surroundings. The box can be effectively decorated 
with decalomania or a monogram. Other valuable 
metal supplies such as paper clips, pins and needles 
may also be kept in such containers. 
Even though the paper shortage has eliminated 
many favorite brands of monogrammed stationery, it 
is still possible to correspond on original, individual-
ized paper. By the use of hand-printing, modern ini-
tials can be applied to any type of stationery. The 
initials should be traced on heavy paper or lightweight 
cardboard, dipped in paraffin to prevent ink absorp-
tion and dried. When the parts desired are cut out 
with a razor blade, the stencil can be placed on white 
or colored stationery and the colored ink brushed on 
with a stiff toothbrush. Notes or letters can be writ-
ten with the same ink. 
Gaily-colored yarn dolls will add a perky note to 
dresses and suits this season because of the scarcity of 
metal ornaments. They can be easily made at home by 
winding colorful yarns vertically and horizontally 
around rectangular cards and tying the head, hands, 
waistline and feet with contrasting bits of yarn. Em-
broidered or button faces and bows give the dolls 
distinctive personalities. 
The problem of limited storage space has created 
a new use for the barrel. Small barrels, about a foot 
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and a half high, can be covered with bright chintz 
or cretonne and used as hampers for soiled or ready-
to-be-ironed blouses and slips. They serve a double 
purpose by making charming seats. 
To remedy the exasperating process of rummaging 
through a drawer to find a favorite pin, large pieces of 
jewelry can be pinned to a small fiat pillow. The pil-
low, quilted in squares on a sewing machine, can be 
tacked on to the closet door or pinned inside the skirt 
of a dressing table. 
Idle pottery vases can easily and quickly be c~:H~­
verted into charming new book ends. The vase 1s 
weighted with lead shot or sand ballast so that it will 
not tip, and this is covered with felt. By adding a little 
black dirt and a sturdy green vine the book ends lend 
a summer accent to the most studious-looking desk. 
Conspicuous dark picture wire can be dispensed 
with by using some white cord about one-half in_ch in 
diameter. The cord may be tacked around the picture 
frame for a border and then extended from the cor-
ners of the picture up to the molding. 
A collection of bright beanie doo-dads or hatpins 
may be made by salvaging old corsage pins and scraps 
of felt. Small hearts, flowers, wings or what-have-you 
can be cut from the colorful bits of felt and stitched 
onto the hats. 
An interesting effect can be obtained in the clear 
glass flower containers in the window if a few drops 
of green food coloring are added to the water. 
Personal stationery takes on variety when small fig-
ures, flowers or designs cut from scraps of print mate-
rial are pasted on plain white stationery. 
A package of paper drinking cups kept on hand in 
the college room often meets situations which call for 
a · well-stocked shelf of jars and bowls. Among their 
uses in addition to drinking are holding flowers, vines, 
soap solutions for shampoos and bobby pins. 
Make "sleeping under the stars" a remedy for bleak 
white ceilings. Both large and small blue stars cut 
from heavy drawing paper and scotch taped to the 
ceiling give a room sparkling warmth. 
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Home Canning Methods 
Canning survey reveals need for more infor-
mation and equipment) says Frances Kerekes 
M ORE canning information and better canning 
equipment will be needed for the coming gar-
dening season, according to the results of a garden 
and canning survey made by the Iowa State College 
Agricultural Extension Service and the State Nutrition 
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Council. 
Interviewing approximately 
one family in every thousand 
throughout the state, Dr. P. 
Mabel Nelson, chairman of the 
nutritional council, and Mrs. 
Ruth Seaton Hicks, extension 
nutrition specialist, were able to 
make a reliable estimate of the 
total number of gardens, the 
amount of food preserved, the 
nature and extent of spoilage and 
canning equipment needed. 
.Judging by the 692 families who were interviewed, 
approximately 88 percent of the families in Iowa grew 
gardens last summer. In 1944, the number of gardens 
is expected to increase by. 2 percent, although the 
space utilized for them will not increase. 
early 95 percent of the families interviewed had 
canned foods during 1943, which means that between 
143,000,000 and 160,000,000 quarts of fruits and vege-
tables were canned in Iowa. 
This is exclusive of the food preserved in other 
ways. These methods accounted for 2,500,000 quarts 
of frozen food, 5,900,000 bushels of stored food, 500,000 
pounds of dried food, 1,000,000 gallons of brined food 
and 20,000,000 containers of jelly, jams, relishes and 
pickles. 
But there is also a serious and discouraging side to 
the picture. Almost 40 percent of the canners sur-
veyed had spoilage trouble, some in only one or two 
jars, but others in as many as 100. Although this is 
only 1.43 percent of the total, it amounts to 2,000,000 
quarts of spoiled food. This would have supplied 
16,000 Iowans with 125 quarts per person, the amount 
recommended in the 1943 canning budget. 
Corn led in spoilage, which is not unusual, since 
it is difficult to can under home conditions. Surpris-
ingly, however, tomatoes and fruits, considered to be 
among the safest products which can be canned at 
home, ranked second and third on the list. 
One-third of the women questioned concerning 
causes of spoilage attributed it to defective lids, while 
one-fourth had no idea what had happened . Common 
reasons given were that the food had stood too long 
before it was canned, was of poor quality, poor tech-
nique was used, lids or rubber rings were old or new 
rings were of poor quality. 
Believing that the term "sterilization" meant scald-
ing, many of the women had failed to boil their jars 
and lids for the requisite 15 to 20 minutes. A lack 
of understanding of bacteria and their relation to 
lood spoilage was shown by those who blamed the 
reduced amount of sugar for spoilage of fruit. The 
home canner was also inclined to accept a neighbor's 
o:· relative's advice on how to process foods, instead of 
obtaining the authentic information which was avail-
able. 
Especially heartening was the spirit of many who 
were interviewed. In one city, 3 of the 15 families 
contacted were war workers. One of them, a young 
couple, had canned 350 _quarts, all at night. In an-
other family, the mother had sacrificed her vacation 
to can 300 quarts. 
An invalid in a wheel chair had canned 250 quarts 
of food and stored several bushels of potatoes, in addi-
tion to caring for a family of five. 
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STOCKING STICK ' ' 
r HE NEW and Totally Different 
Leg Make-up-perfected after long 
research. It's guaranteed easiest to 
apply or your money will be re-
funded. 
"STOCKING STICK" is conven-
. ient-it can be carried in your 
purse. No muss as with liquids. 
Gives a lovely, water-resistant leg 
dressing as sleek and flattering as 
the sheerest silk or nylon hosiery. 
When Properly Buffed 
After Application, 
IT DOES NOT R UB OFF 
Eloise Sargent, Home Economics sopho-
more, gives her "STOCKING STICK" a 
final check. 
A Lot of 
Stockings for 
40 cents · 
Two Smart Hosiery 
Shades: Dawn (light) 
Sun Valley Tan (trade 
mark). "Stocking Stick" 
is a product of the 
ARMAND COMPANY 
Des Moines 
Ask Your Fav Mile C osrnelic D ealer 
PUT YOUR "STOCKING STICK" PROFJTS INTO WAR BONDS. 
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Wartime Tips 
Rationing places increased emphasis on careful selection 
and proper care of wartime shoes) reports .Janet Russell 
I NCREASED shoe mileage has become.almost as im-portant as increased tire and gasoline mileage. 
Consumers, with two coupons a year, are realizing 
that shoes cannot be selected carelessly or mistreated. 
There are two sides to lengthening the life of shoes, 
according to Miss Elizabeth Peterson, Extension Serv-
ice clothing specialist. First is the careful selection 
of each new pair to get shoes that fit correctly. Sec-
ondly is to give the best of care to every shoe from 
the time it is purchased until no longer wearable. 
By doing both of these, leather vital to the armed 
forces can be conserved. 
New shoes should not need a "breaking-in" period; 
they should feel as comfortable as well-worn favorites. 
Measurements are correct only when taken while 
standing. 
The shoe should be about an inch longer than the 
foot and not less than one-fourth inch narrower than 
the width of the foot. The arch length or heel-to-ball 
measurement also must be taken into consideration. 
Both short and long lasts are available for various 
arch lengths. 
The widest part of the shoe should coincide with 
the widest part of the foot and the counter should fit 
snugly around the heel. Shoes which are straight 
along the inner edge and have a rounded toe with 
sufficient toe-room are more li~ely to fit correctly. 
Shoes should be kept in good repair from the 
standpoint of conservation and health. At intervals 
all shoes should be checked for protruding nails, 
wrinkled or rough lining or seams and ill-fitting inner 
soles. Run-over heels often lead to poor posture and 
foot weariness. But any repair work must be planned 
ahead of time since most repair men are booked far 
in advance, says Miss Peterson. 
One of the first canons in home care and grooming 
of shoes is to keep them clean. Soil and mud are harm-
ful to the leather in shoes. Most shoe polishes are wax 
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or oil cleaners which keep the leather soft. If shoes 
are not worn regularly they should be cleaned about 
once every four months to remove dust particles which 
collect. 
Drying wet or muddy shoes too rapidly and at too 
high a temperature will make them hard, thus they 
will easily crack. First the mud should be removed 
carefully. Then a soft, absorbent cloth or a wad of 
newspapers should be inserted inside the toes to 
absorb inner moisture and to keep the shoes in shape. 
The drying should be slow and away from extreme 
heat. 
When the shoes are almost dry, the paper should 
be removed and the shoes placed where the air can 
circulate around and through them. A complete 
cleaning and rubbing with a soft cloth will completely 
restore the shoes. 
Adjustable shoe trees are recommended over those 
with a flexible metal strip connecting the toepiece 
and heel ball. The latter may do more harm than 
good since they develop "camel-humps" in most shoes. 
A convenient emergency and conservation shoe tree 
is one made of newspapers. Several pieces may be 
crumpled and pushed into the shoe until the wad be-
comes firm and fits tightly. 
Shoe racks are to be preferred over shoe pockets 
for every day storage since they retain the shape of 
the shoe and permit free circulation of air. 
If shoes are to be stored over a long period of time, 
perhaps a season, they should be covered to keep them 
protected from dust particles. The storage place 
should be dry. Since shoes dry out and become less 
flexible after several months of disuse, they should be 
treated with a dressing and polished about every four 
weeks. 
Alternate wearing of shoes is better for them than 
wearin~ the same pair day after day. This will allow 
the leather to dry completely between wearings. 
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I OWA STATE was the center of a survey recently 
c<;mducted in Iowa by the American Home Eco-
nomics Association to determine clothing shortages. 
This survey was part of one conducted in 37 states 
through the Textile and Clothing D ivision officers of 
the association. The Iowa survey was directed by the 
Extension Service. 
Iowa was divided into sections according to areas 
near important shopping centers. Two questionnaires 
were sent to the extension worker and she filled out 
one of the reports, giving the other to a woman in 
that area whom she considered characteristic of the 
average shopper. 
The questionnaire explained to the shopper the 
necessity of correct information. Its results provided 
information for statements to the War Production 
Board and the Office of Price Administration which 
the American Home Economics Association's members 
on the OPA consumer advisory committee used. 
In Iowa the list of serious clothing shortages ap-
peared in this order: boys' overalls, elastic and cotton 
yarn, children's underwear and snowsuits. Contrib-
uting cause for shortages in ·children's clothing is the 
fact that no profit is made on these garments and 
therefore manufacturers produce less of them. Cloth-
ing for children under twelve years of age is scarce. 
Even when such clothing can be found it is highly 
inferior, and this is a nation-wide problem. 
The Office of Price Administration passed a new 
ruling effective March 15, which it is hoped will change 
this condition and provide adequate children's clothing 
for a nominal price. -Doris Ann Gregg 
FRAGMENTS 
By DON JACKSON 
..... You 've asked for his columns and 
now Theta Sigma Phi is making it pos-
sible for you to get them in convenient 
form. The compilation is printed on fine 
antique-finished paper and the price is 
only 50 cents. Order your copy now dur-
ing pre-sales from the Main Desk in the 
Union, at the Journalism office or from a 
salesman. 
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Spring 
COMES TO lOW A STATE 
And with it the need for smart, 
durable campus clothes. You'll 
find Spring at Wolf's when you 
shop for duration dandies . . . 
suits, coats, sweaters, skirts, 
slacks, socks and many other 
up-to-the-minute school neces-
sities. 
Wolf's 
DES MOINES 
17 
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Felt College Pets 
"Iowa State," "Sorority" 
and "Fraternity" Dogs 
For the Iowa State Coed 
Student Supply Store 
SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
Come On 
In And 
Get Thai 
T ru- Color Photo of Yourself 
at 
HILL'S STUDIO 
2530 Lincolnway Phone 347 
I've found the new and 
totally different leg make-
up-"Stocking Stick." It's 
easy to apply, water-
resistant, and perfect for 
spring and summer use. 
A lot of stockings for 40c 
Spriggs Pharmacy 
2402 Lincolnway Phone 1030 
11-farjorie Griffin, '37, recently became 
the H ome Editor of Capper's Farmer 
"NOW is the time for all patriotic homemakers to 
come to the aid of the nation's meat supply 
armed with plenty of enriched flour and enriched 
bread. 
"The imaginative cook starting with such ingredi· 
ents as ground beef, condensed tomato soup or canned 
tomatoes, canned or fresh garden things and fluffy 
biscuit dough can easily earn her kitchen stripes, for 
these are the extenders and complementers of precious 
meat flavors." - Ellen Huff, '4 r, " Institute News," 
Wheat Flour Institute, Chicago 
"L1VER and onions, baked heart, boiled tongue-
of course you go in for these specialties when 
it 's fresh meat time at your house. But what about 
kidneys? Brains? Sweetbreads? Tripe? Do you know 
how to fix them so your family will r eally like them!-
Or do the cats a nd clogs receive the benefit of these 
extra-high amounts of vitamins, minerals (especially 
iron) and proteins? 
"Glandular meats are regarded as delicacies by epi-
cures. But if you've never fixed them yourself, and 
are confronted with the strange-looking objects, they 
do look a bit appalling."-Genevieve Callahan, '2:J, 
[Tee lance, Successful Farming, Febntw·y, '4-1 · 
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"YOUR best pal on bee-busy days is an oven meal. 
Slide it in, go polish off a dozen jobs about the 
house or neighborhood, slide it out, and hustle table-
ward. Clear your work surfaces for serving dishes, 
leave time to set the table, tidy the kitchen, and round 
up the famil y. 
"Likely you'll start your scheming with the meat 
or main dish, then ring in other foods that dote on 
the same heat and about the same time. Nothing hard 
about that-most good everyday foods get along fine 
together at moderate temperatures."-/da Ruth Youn-
kin,J7, di,·ector of test kitchen, Betta Homes and Gar-
dens, February, '44 · 
"ALL the hospitality in the world is packed into 
. the well-worn but always welcome invitation to 
'come on over for supper,' with less hardship for 
the hostess and more fun for all, an informal supper 
party gives a chance to get away from the meat, pota-
toes, vegetable routine; a good time for specialties, 
old and new."-A lvina Iverson, '39, Country Gentle-
man, January, '44· 
"WITH a cookbook in one hand, ration books in 
the other and no previous cooking experi-
ence, a young bride is apt to go around in dizzy con-
fusion. But you 'll catch on and you'll be a better cook 
and manager for this war experience. 
"Have a plan! Once a week go on menu maneuvers. 
Make a kitchen pin-up of your dinner plans-your 
week's outlay of points. Watch dinners and you'll 
come out even-sometimes with points to splurge. Try 
it and see!"-Louella G. Shouer, '3o, Assistant Foods 
Editor, Ladies Home ]ounwl, February, '44· 
" I T IS estimated that at least 15-20 percent of the 
soap going into American homes is wasted. If a 
great part of this were saved, it would lessen the pos-
sibility of soap rationing. 
"Before the war, our average consumption of soap 
was about 25 pounds per capita per year. Greater 
demand has stepped up the per capita purchase of 
soap to about 27 pounds per year, but the fats avail-
able have been enough to manufacture only 18 to 20 
pounds per person. 
"If every homemaker cooperates in the fat salvage 
campaign, we at home will be assured sufficient soap 
to meet our needs, and more g-lycerine can be pro-
duced for explosives on the fighting front." -Beth 
Bailey M cL ean, M .S. '33, head of Home Economics Di-
vision, Swift and Company. - Virginia Carter 
We're the Right 
People 
When you're in need of a cleaning job, you 
can be sure we will produce good results. 
COLLEGE CLEANERS 
136 Welch Phone 2800 
MARCH, 1944 
Sewing 
Supplies 
Ready 
For You 
To Fashion Into 
Early Spring Fashions 
SIMPLICITY PATTERNS 
BUTTERICK PATTERNS 
Fabrics 
in colors dished from a 
rainbow. Rayons, light-
weight wools, cottons. 
225 Main Phone 100 
Here's a 
Tip 
Homestyle Chicken Pies 
every Thursday evening 
at 
HOSTETTER'S 
RESTAURANT 
Service to Please at Prices to Please 
121 Welch Phone 3041 
For a Review of Activity in 
Home Economics at Iowa State-
THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Subscription-$1.00 a year 
19 
20 
Step by Step 
Memorial Union Grows 
The Union 
Sets a Precedent 
Memorial Union started its service career 
on September 23, 1928, when the Commons 
served its first cafeteria style meals. Since 
that day the Union has never been com-
pletely closed. 
Today Memorial Union servic~ has become 
specialized. While students, faculty and 
alumni still frequent the building, greatest 
emphasis is placed on c:ccommodating men 
and women of the service. 100 Curtiss-
Wright Cadettes, who are being trained by 
the Engineering Division for the Curtiss-
Wright Company, are housed in the upper 
floors. Food service for the women, plus 
the 2,500 naval trainees on the campus, is 
under the direction of the Union's food 
department. Class rooms and recreational 
facilities are furnished for both groups. 
In pre-war years Memorial Union pro-. 
vided the campus family many more serv-
ices than are now available. Special party 
service, unavailable for the duration, served 
865 banquets to students and faculty mem-
bers in a normal year. Rooms were pro-
vided for 1,388 student meetings and .148 
faculty meetings. Fifty-two short courses 
were held in Memorial Union and meals 
were served to people who attended them. 
In the same year coffee forums, books and 
coffee, musicals, broadcasts, dances and 
vesper services were weekly features. 
Room~ were reserved for 667 seminars and 
classes, and 485 parties were given by mem-
bers outside the cqllege family. 
Such services may be classified as non-
essentials now. Some of them continue on 
a small scale. For the most part, though, the 
staff of the Union patriotically devotes its 
energies to the war effort. With an eye to 
the future and the return of a high service 
standard, Memorial Union carries on. 
This is the fourth in a series of advertisements 
explaining the history of Memorial Union. 
* * 
Memorial Union 
OUR COLLEGE CLUB 
1n the News 
ST!~TIONED with the 37th General H ospital some-
where in North Africa is Alice McKinney, '25, 
who is one of the five American R ed Cross recreational 
leaders work ing with both convalescent soldiers and 
staff members. Although at first handicapped by lack 
of craft materials, games and books, supplies are more 
plentiful now. As Miss McKinney is not far from 
Tunis and Bizerte, she is having such interesting ex-
periences as an elaborate eli nner at the Caicl's palace, 
a visit to the home of the Civil Controller of Bizerte 
and shopping expeditions in the Tunisian Kasbah, 
or native quarters. 
Lucille Brickner Brown, '25, is also in overseas sen·-
ice with the Reel Cross. 
R ecently promoted to the positiOn of Home Eco-
nomics Director of the American Meat Institute, Chi-
cago, Ill. , is W innifred Cannon, '41. For over a year , 
Miss Cannon has served as assistant to the director, and 
before that time she did promotion work for Swift a nd 
Company, Chicago. 
As assistant to Major Gordon Stouffer, in charge of 
the food in all of the newly established redistribu tion 
centers of the rehabilitation program of the Air Forces, 
Eleanor Peregoy Wallace, '27, is a traveling dietitian. 
Harriet L. Anderson, '34, is consultant for the in-
dustrial cafeterias of the Holston Ordnance Plant, an 
affiliate of the Eastman Kodak Company. 
Former! y recreational director of the Methodist 
Children's Village, Detroit, Mich., Ruth Hoeflin, '40, 
is now head of a government nursery school in High-
land Park, Mich. 
Ethel Reed Watters, M.S. '3 1, is a resident teacher 
trainer at , the East Carolina T eachers College, Green-
ville, N.C. 
The assistant to the Director of the Omaha Dairy 
Council is Margery \1\Tol£ Willette, '42. 
Alice M . Anderson, '26, is county home economist 
of Floyd and Mitchell counties. 
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For Desk or Date 
LOAFERS 
4-AAA to B 
Smartly Styled for 
All-Purpose Footwear 
Sizes 4 to 10 
-9001'W..Q-C\O 
POUNDS OF COFFEE! ... 
That seems like a whale of a lot of coffee doesn't it? Well, 
it iS a lot of coffee! And that "MILLION" represents ONLY 
THE GAIN made by Chocolate Cream Coffee last year! 
A fine gain in sales like this proves that more and more 
coffee lovers are discovering in Chocolate Cream "The 
coffee I've always hoped to find"! 
CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE 
*NORMAN C.-\SSIDAY~~~ 
On or Off the Campus 
A Suit's the Thing 
for Spring 
And select a suit with a Norman Cassiday 
label . . . for that label means fine work-
manship of quality fabrics tailored in the 
latest styles that are designed to be in top 
fashion for years to come. 
Sport suits, dressmaker suits, tailored suits, 
from 19.95 to 69.95 bear our label of depend-
ability and lasting satisfaction. 
17 years of Friendly Service 
Phone 27-J 
Des Moines 
The CHESTERFIELD COAT 
Is Dipped in Color 
A superbly comfortable coat ... a 
coat to take you to every gathering 
... in smart distinction. Of Melton 
fabrics, Stroock 's fleeces or shet~ 
lands, fashioned with set~in or rag~ 
Ian sleeves, peaked or rounded 
clover leaf lapels. The colors . . . 
red, gold, lime, blue, violet, grey, 
beige and black ... colors dedicated 
to flattery. 
10 to 44 and 31% to 43% 
I 
$25 to $79.95 
In the Photo-Spring 1944 version of the Chesterfield in color. 
322 Main YOUNKERS Ames 
